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Developing Supply Chains of Japanese Manufacturers
in China ?Part??
Kazunobu Fukushima, Toshitake Kohmura, Taku Oshima
Zhang Jixun and Masamitsu Kiuchi
Abstract
Designing and implementing a supply chain is an important aspect of successfully
doing business in China. As typical examples, Dell and Sumitronics have developed the
best supply chains in China. Dell is the American PC manufacturer that pioneered the
build-to-order system, or the direct sales model. Sumitronics is a Japanese EMS ?Electron-
ics Manufacturing Service? company, which uses the JIT ?Just-In-Time? system. Sumi-
tronics contracts with electronics appliance manufacturers to purchase all necessary
electronics parts from suppliers located all over the world, then assembles the printed
circuit boards, and finally delivers the requested items. In this paper, the two systems are
summarized at first, then an analysis of factors affecting the creation of supply chains is
done. In the analysis, the following three aspects are investigated: characteristics of the
product, external factors outside company control, and the responsiveness of the company
to cope with the external factors.
Keywords : supply chain, supply chain management, Japanese manufacturers in China
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